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2020 e-Mail Marketing

Tap into the Power of the Woodshop News e-Mail Marketing Platform
Timely – Impactful - Controllable – Trackable

Leaderboard

The foundation of the Woodshop News e-Mail Marketing Platform is
our General e-Newsletter, which reaches professional woodworkers,
shop managers and owners, with each release. Engaging articles
and industry information from the editors of Woodshop News
magazine guarantees that your message is seen by serious buyers.
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BLOGS
This Business About Woodworking: No Time Like the Present
Having made the decision to remain in working mode and not retire, I am finding that as time goes on, there is
less and less time available.

MORE

Over the Workbench: Drive-by window shopping
There are two woodworking establishments I’ve driven by repeatedly over the years without stopping, so recently I
checked them out online. I wish I’d stopped in instead.

MORE

Middle Banner
NEWSDESK
NEWSDESK

Sole
Sponsor

Laguna Tools aquires SuperMax
Laguna Tools aquires SuperMax
SuperMax Tools announced it has been acquired by
ToolsTools of Irvine, Calif., a manufacturer of
Laguna

DeWalt unveils new FlexVolt saw
DeWalt unveils new FlexVolt saw

MORE
MORE

CNC machinery, band saws, table saws, edgebanders, and other woodworking equipment.

Lockdowel opening new facility on
Lockdowel
Sept. 29 opening new facility

MORE
MORE

Lockdowel Inc. will celebrate the opening of its
new 9,000-sq.-ft. facility in Fremont, Calif., with an
open house and barbeque on Sept. 29.

MORE

New Hackzall from Milwaukee

Regular
eNews

New Hackzall from Milwaukee
DeWalt has added 7-1/4” worm drive-style saw, model
DCS577, to its FlexVolt line of cordless tools. The saw
“has been designed with its blade oriented to the left of
the motor and the handle positioned at the rear of the
saw,” the company said in a statement.
DeWalt has added 7-1/4” worm
MORE
drive-style saw, model DCS577, to
its FlexVolt line of cordless tools.

MORE

Milwaukee Tool introduces a new 18-volt “onehanded”
reciprocating
to the
company’s
M18
Woodcraft
addssaw
half
pints
of Black
Fuel line.

MORE
MORE

Dog paints

Woodcraft adds half pints of
Black Dog paints

MORE

Woodcraft has started offering half pints of Black
Dog Salvage Furniture Paint to promote color
mixing and use on small projects.

Bottom Banner

There are few features as important to woodworkers as great
design and versatility. Accuride movement solutions provide
that optimal combination. Their slides have allowed woodworkers to bring movement to the most unique and creative
designs with ...

Deadlines: Materials due 1 week prior to scheduled ad placement.
Materials should be emailed to ads@woodshopnews.com.

Block Ad

Better sanding … better finish!
For more than half a century, Uneeda Enterprizes Inc. has
been helping woodworkers achieve the industry’s most
advanced sanding results. The company was founded in the
Bronx in 1967 and is still headquartered in New York, with
additional locations now in North Carolina and Utah....
MORE

Z Clips & custom architectural metal
products

Tile Ad

Monarch is the leading international manufacturer and
dustributor/supplier of Monarch Z Clips and fine custom architectural metal products. Over 30 years of experience goes into
every product that we manufacture, including custom bracketry, aluminum angle, extruded shapes, furniture assembly kits
and metal inlays in any metal or finish ...

Tile Ad

If you sell products to the small to mid-sized professional woodworking shop, the Woodshop News e-Newsletters, Sole Sponsorships
and e-Custom Blasts will enable you to customize your message
to target the right decision makers in the most timely manner
possible.
Acceptable Files: JPEG and GIF. All files not to exceed 40k or
exceed 15 seconds of animation.

CLASSIFIEDS
Accuride provides that ‘Finishing Touch’

MORE

The General e-Newsletter is a multi-sponsor option. Conversely,
the Sole Sponsorship e-Newsletter series provides you the ability to
stand alone, center stage, to clearly communicate your company’s
message. The Custom e-Blast option allows you premium access
to our digital audience, to present your message and design to our
readers, according to your timetable.

MORE

Oversize Banner

Sole Sponsorship
e-Newsletter
All Positions

Pixels

3 Banner Ads

728 x 90

General ENL Positions
Leaderboard
Banner
Tiles
Block
Classified Text Advertising

Pixels
728 x 90
728 x 90
125 x 125
300 x 250

Custom e-Blast

Price
$550		
$500		
$300		
$400		
$150
		
$1,250*

*Custom lists available

$990

For more information, please contact:
Rory Beglin, 860-767-3200, ext. 242
rory@woodshopnews.com
For more information, email sales@woodshopnews.com
10 Bokum Road, Essex, CT 06426 • 860-767-3200 ext. 242
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